
         Group photo from Doynton

Air Alerts
Check out this website for air alerts

 

This lists all the alerts such as Red Arrow Displays 
and, apparently, you can specify which type of 
alerts you would like to be notified of. 
There is even a category for microlights. 

http://skywise.caa.co.uk
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August 2018
AIRSCREW

Please send any content for future 
Airscrew editions to the Editor 
Pete Smith: 
Many Thanks

jellylegs56@hotmail.com

There is no monthly meeting this month as we 
continue with the Summer fly-ins

We have just receivevd this youtube link from 
Russell Hicks showing a lot of the activity from 
the Abergavenny fly-in held on July 5th
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEXYf559
KJ8wejQfwvtJr8w

Since last month’s magazine we have had 
successful fly-ins to  Doynton, Redlands and 
Bowldown.
Many thanks to everyone involved in organising 
these and making them so enjoyable for all 
those who attended.

                   Arrival at Redlands

http://skywise.caa.co.uk/
https://svmc.info
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEXYf559KJ8wejQfwvtJr8w
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2018 Club Meetings and Events
· January – SVMC AGM – and something special
· February – SVMC, A trip to the Jet Age museum Staverton
· March – SVMC, Tom Hay CFI from The Shack on his flying career both in 

Spain and locally (7:30 for 8)
· April – no meeting, time to fettle those aircraft
· May – Summer flying season starts  

th th· May 5  and 6  - Popham Microlight Show – great weather massive turn 
out both days

· May 16th – SVMC BBQ - The Shack at Staverton BBQ – windy – (7 
planes but over 30 attended).

th th· June 15 , 24  – Fly-UK – Windy and gusting
rd th· June 23 , 28   - France (Franglais-Friendly) – (around 45 planes), Rob 

Keene Banadets, Montauban 
th· June 27  – SVMC Picnic - Defford (12 planes 30 people), Mike Porter, 

Brian Finch
th· July 5  – SVMC BBQ, Abergavenny (25 planes 51 people), Frank 

Cavacuiti and John Hunt
th· July 7  – SVMC Breakfast – Ebrington (7 planes, 20 people)

· July 12th – SVMC Feast, Over Farm (19 planes 60 people), The Keene's, 
John and Monica Hamer

· July 18th – SVMC Picnic, Doynton (12 planes 18 people), John Sparks 
· July 25th – SVMC BBQ, Redlands (29 planes 56 people), Joe & Sarah 

Smith, Les and Ann Hosegood
st· August 1  – SVMC Picnic, Bowldown (9 Planes 16 people), Greville 

Vernon 
th th· August 28  – 30  – Spamfield IOW

·
· October – SVMC Winter Meetings start ( The Flying Shack )

· August – Windrush and Hawling weather permitting



Bowldown – 01/08/18

A quick update on the Fly-In season and the Air Ambulance collection.
At the time or writing the club has managed to run 8 Fly-Ins – some picnic and some full BBQ's. Needless to say 
the supply of food results in more visitors and some very generous Air Ambulance collections. To date we have 
already easily beaten last year's Air Ambulance total and look set to go over £1000 for the first time – a big 
thanks to everyone coming to the Fly-Ins and giving so generously.

Thanks again to Bruce and Wendy for continuing their good work taking the official gathering pictures, and a 
reminder to you all, Bill publishes virtually all the pictures that come his way on the club website in a year/month 
based gallery. Keep the pictures coming; the magazine simply won't take them all.

It's also good to see some of our newly qualified pilot Club members biting the bullet and joining us at fly ins. 
Keep it up people, the more you do it the more you enjoy it. If you think the chosen strip may represent too big a 
challenge just get in touch and we will attempt to 'buddy up' to give you that little bit of extra confidence to give it 
a go. And if you don't fancy landing just use it as a navigation exercise.

Re the carb ice.

I too had severe carb icing the last week of May. I was going into Sleap, I had been cycling the carb heat on and off all 
o o othe way as the Dew Point was 16 Air Temp at ground was 24  and at 2000ft 19 . I was handed over to Sleap by 

Shawbury and things got a bit hectic, did my checks and joined OH descended into the circuit losing speed as I went. 
Called downwind, turned onto base half flap and power reduced, just turned final throttle closed. Oh shit severe 
vibration...carb heat, full power... and silence, the prop stopped. “Mayday Mayday Mayday continuing approach to 36”. 
Trumpton came out in his fire engine lights flashing. Ended doing a deadstick landing and managed to roll to within 
about 5 metres of the exit.

I admit I had become a bit complacent sitting behind a 912. My Skyranger picked up its air from the back of the 
cowlings, very warm there and it had water heated inlet manifolds. Both my previous EuroFOX 80hp were very tightly 
cowled and although they had ram air it was collected beside the hotter radiator. This one is 100hp.  Ram air is 
collected from a naca duct further back on the cowling in a colder spot.  Also the engine is slightly further fwd. so it is 
not as tightly cowled. I had only left the heat off for about 10 minutes but that coupled with closing the throttle was 
enough.

Carb Ice is more likely to happen in the summer. If you remember your Physics, from School and your metrology, warm 
air will contain more moisture. If Air Temp and Dew Point are within about 2 or 3 degrees then Icing is very likely at all 
throttle settings.
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A bit more on carb icing
So in case you thought your 912 or 914 was immune to the icing problem I reported on last month I had this 
email from Nick Heywood…  So it's not just me that still gets a wakeup call occasionally. Read on.

Ed Wells
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The 2018 Fly-In Season - so far



Fly UK 2018 -  by Trevor Jackson
Fly UK is a charity effort in aid of 'Children with Cancer'. The stated aim is to 'Fly by day and 
socialise by night' and gains sponsors for this worthy cause. I had previously tried to 
participate in 2016 but the weather dictated that only the south of England legs were 
completed and even these were staggered due to poor weather. This year would be different, 
having done a bit of touring I felt confident that both myself and my aircraft were up to the 
challenge. With only sixteen hours to a major service and with up to thirty flying hours 
predicted for the tour I got my maintenance squared away early. During last year’s tour of 
France I watched in fascination as the other flyers erected their 'pop up' tents in an instant, 
while I struggled with poles and pegs (in the rain !). This year I would have a pop up tent ! 
Despite trimming down the equipment several times, I still had a lot of gear to stow in SX for 
the trip. How anyone takes a second pilot/passenger I will never know !
Friday. The plan from FlyUK Central (Tom Dawson) detailed the route, fuel availability and 
landing fees en-route. The ultimate objective being to reach Easter Airfield, just north east of 
Inverness. With an assembly point of Sleap (pronounced Slape), I took a leisurely flight from 
Chase Farm where my aircraft is based, requesting a MATZ penetration from Shawbury and 
landed after 1 hour 5 minutes. As advised by FlyUK veterans, I topped off my fuel and as the 
afternoon progressed more and more aircraft began to arrive, even a Sinus and CT arriving 
directly from Germany !! The plan was to fly direct to Strathaven (pronounced Straven) which 
is just south of Glasgow, the following day. However, the weather forecast for the following day 
looked dire and I had no intention of being stuck at Sleap, having hardly left the south of 
England ! I asked around and most people felt resigned to stay at Sleap and wait out the 
weather, until I found one chap who also wanted to get out and try for Strathaven. I told him I 
had never negotiated the Manchester low level corridor and was a bit apprehensive but he 
assured me that neither had he but it held no terrors so let's give it a go ! 

                                                       Some of the FlyUK participants at Sleap

He got off first in his Eurostar and I followed at full power in an effort to catch up. I lost him 
before we had even gotten out of Shawburys' airspace ! What now ? I decided to press on as 
the weather was so good and forecast to be so bad. I had been advised to find the M6 north 
and follow it ! After negotiating the low level corridor (of which more later) I climbed to my 
planned cruise altitude and heading. In a cruel twist of fate I had also noticed during the 
planning phase that Carlisle was closed due to a runway resurfacing that had gone wrong and 
the only other diversion, Kirkbride was closed due to a planned weekend of 'Power Car 
Racing' ! Great ! However, things were going quite well and after a couple of hours I was 
abeam Carlisle and just over an hour to run till Strathaven. This is when things started to go 
wrong. My fuel consumption was up to 15 litres per hour, it's normally 10.5 so a stonking 
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headwind had kicked in. Then when I got Lockerbie, the cloud ahead started to drop, never a good 
thing when you are in mountains! Then the final straw, it started to rain. A weather diversion was now 
essential so I turned for Kirkbride (any port in a storm?) 
Having located the deserted airfield I made blind calls and landed safely, just as the rain really began 
to fall. Having secured the aircraft I erected the 'pop up' tent and threw everything essential inside, 
including me ! Throwing off my wet gear I climbed into my sleeping bags (I always take two) and with a 
healthy bar for supper I fell asleep. This did not last as long as I expected as the single skin tent 
started condensating and I got dripped on – all night !
Saturday.  In the morning it was raining harder than ever and as the Power cars folk had turned up I 
decided to find the boss fella and explain myself. He didn't seem too concerned but did mention that 
THEY had the airfield for the weekend. He also told me that a chap called John ran the tower, who was 
covering the safety aspects of the 'Power Car Weekend' and was due to show up around 9AM. While I 
sheltered from the incessant rain, a car drew up and a figure made a dash for the control building, so I 
followed suit and made my introductions, dishevelled mess that I was. He looked me up and down and 
sais 'you look like you need a cup of tea' ! I could have kissed him, well, nearly and then he said 'how 
about some toast' ? Oh yes please ! And there we sat all day, quaffing tea, yacking and listening to the 
rain beat against the windows mingled with the high octane Power Cars shooting up and down the 
runway.
Around 5PM the rain started easing off, so I decided to pack up in case a weather window presented 
itself. John and I had been monitoring the weather radar picture on our tablets and a reasonably clear 
patch seemed to be on the way. The Power Cars chaps said they were packing up around 6PM, so 
when they left – I started up ! After warming the engine oil, I taxied around the hangars to the runway 
only to find it coned into strips so that the Power Cars could tear up and down simultaneously. Well, if 
they could roar up and down between the cones, so could I.. and I did! Picking up the M74 north I was 
soon heading for Strathaven. I had never been to this airfield before but had heard of Colin McKinnon 
within the Microlight world and had actually seen him on television only the week before when he and 
his wife Marta starred in 'Grand Designs' when they had their pre fabricated house built on site. 
Strathaven airfield is just south of Glasgow and in countryside where every field looks like every other 
field, then I spotted the space age looking house, very distinctive. I landed and secured the aircraft just 
as Marta came over and introduced herself. She is a charming person and made me feel very 
welcome. She is a Hovercraft instructor and artistic acrobat ! (the kind that hangs from sheets of 
material from the hangar roof).

                                                                             Colin and Martas' house

Colin was busy doing fuel runs for my fellow flyers so I managed to buy 20 litres of Mogas and top off 
SX. By 9PM I was getting a tad peckish (ravenous actually) A fellow pilot and I decided to walk down to 
the local village, where we heard was an Indian Restaurant of some repute.



On the way we met up with a local chap and asked him how far it was to the village, 'Och nae mare 
than a mile'. Now I lived in Scotland for many years and know that the Scots are renowned for 
underestimating distance, and so it came to pass that after another couple of miles the village hove 
into view. Just then the two German guys passed, on their fold up bikes !!! Grrr. We ended up sharing a 
table for dinner and they proved to be excellent company. My companion and I got a taxi back to the 
airfield and I spent another fitful night being dripped on.

Sunday. Most of the pilots had assembled in the Club house where much tea and coffee was being 
quaffed. I found out that a couple of aircraft had departed the previous evening for Easter, via the north 
westerly route and up the Great Glen (Loch Ness). For the rest of us however, with low scudding cloud, 
the prospect of getting to Easter Airfield was looking decidedly thin. Around midday, with the weather 
looking lightly less threatening, a few of the pilots decided that a run up to Balado Park near Perth was 
worth a shot, I was up for that and packed up ready to go, however, being parked in long grass I had 
not noticed that my port main wheel tyre was deflated ! I soon found out when I tried to taxi ! 
Fortunately I had an emergency pressurised can of tyre repair gunge, which seemed to do the trick. 
Being effectively left behind I decided on a less challenging destination – East Fortune. I had never 
been to East Fortune by air, although I have visited the famous aircraft museum by road many times. I 
was aware that the Microlight school only occupied a small area to the north of the ex WW2 airfield, 
the remainder given over to the museum and inevitable motor cycle and car racing. I had done two 
orbits before I spotted what I thought was a model flying area but which turned out to be the Microlight 
Centre. I set up for a long approach just in case I needed to abort in a hurry. As it was I touched down 
safely but as I was running out, the port tyre gave up again and I only just managed to taxi clear of the 
runway. A figure soon appeared at the trot saying 'you can't park here ! to which I pointed at the flat 
tyre, he soon trotted off. Then a couple of guys came down with a hangar dolly (a small board with 
castoring wheels) and we lifted the aircraft axle onto that and dragged the aircraft over to the hangar. 
Fortunately I had a spare inner tube in my fly away pack and with help of my two rescuers we had SX 
back on it's own three wheels in a couple of hours. During the afternoon most of the other flyers came 
over from Balado Park and soon the parking/camping area was full. 
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                                                                             Repairs at East Fortune

Toward the evening a few of the Club members offered to give lifts into the local village for dinner, which 
we readily accepted. The best deal amongst the restaurants seemed to be the fixed price Indian Buffet, 
yes another Indian meal but who's counting ? A taxi ride back to the airfield saw us safely back in our 
tents. The next morning was blustery with low scudding clouds but by mid afternoon it started to 
improve – slightly. Another pilot (the one I got separated from on leaving Sleap) and I decided to try to 
get to Peterlee Parachute Centre in Co Durham. The other aircraft was fitted with a transponder and the 
pilot said he could get us both through Newcastle Airports' airspace, this time I was not going to lose 
him! Then the plan changed, we would be going to Fishburn and not Peterlee as planned, not a problem 
as they are only a few miles apart. The weather gave us a good kicking all the way but on exiting the 
southern boundary of the Newcastle zone I phoned my Sister who lives a few miles to the south and 
informed her I would be overhead in five minutes. After doing one orbit, I continued to Fishburn and 
landed safely. 
I thought that was it for the day but no, everyone was pressing on to Mount Airey on Humberside. 
Negotiating the airspace around Teeside Airport, RAF Leeming and Topcliffe was challenging given the 
turbulent conditions but eventually Mount Airey hove into view and we landed in turn. Despite its 
impressive name, Mount Airey is just a strip and a clubhouse. It was also deserted. Not much 
socialising going on here then ! We decided to push on to Skegness which was about another 50 
minutes flying time but at least there would be FOOD ! We were now into the evening and the worst of 
the bumps had calmed down, so the flight might even be described as pleasant ! I did some of my 
training at Skegness back in the 80's but didn't recognise anything as we landed and taxied to the 
parking area. It seemed like one giant caravan park with an airfield attached. Wearily we secured the 
aircraft and because of regulations, had to throw our camping gear over a fence and set up in the 
campsite and not next to our aircraft (?) Tired and starving we made our way to the campsite tavern for 
a well earned beer and food. However, when we asked what food was available, the barman looked at 
us as if we had just landed from Mars, 'FOOD, FOOD, no we don't do FOOD !' so a walk into town was 
in order. It was now pushing 9:20 when we arrived at the next watering hole, only to be met with 'No, the 
kitchens close at 9PM !' Never mind, there was a chippy across the road, we went off to investigate, but 
it was closed ! We ended up sitting outside the pub and sending out for a Pizza. Can you imagine this 
happening in ,say France ? I was waiting for one of the disinterested barstaff to come out and tell us we 
could not eat food on their premises unless it was purchased there, but I don't think they were brave 
enough. The only saving grace was with an increase in ambient temperature there was less 
condensation in my tent so I didn't get dripped on all night 
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                                                                                     Skegness at last !
Emerging from the tent the next morning I found Pete was all packed up and ready to go. We had 
agreed the previous evening that he would press on to Llanbedr to join the rest of the FlyUK crowd, 
while I would make the short hop across to Wickenby and see some friends who were happy to 
accommodate me for the night. If you have never been to Wickenby, put it on your list because it is a 
brilliant little airport. Landing fee is a fiver and overnight parking £15. They even have a café that 
provides a very respectable full English breakfast. The lady in Operations was super friendly, she is a 
South African ex pat and as I have been down there a few times we had plenty to talk about. After 
breakfast my good friend arrived and after securing the aircraft, he took me to his house for my first 
shower in four days ! The next two days were windy with low scudding cloud but this was not a 
problem, we did two fuel runs from the local garage and topped SX off. We also visited the new 
Bomber Command visitors centre overlooking the City of Lincoln (Bomber County) and East Kirkby 
where the Lancaster 'Just Jane' resides. According to official statistics one night alone 100 of these 
aircraft were lost, although this was revised to 93 as 7 had crashed trying to land back at base all shot 
up ! 

Lancaster 'Just Jane' at East Kirkby

The weather for Friday was looking good so I planned a straight run home, well, after I had gone north 
around Conningsby, whose airspace is attached to Scampton, which is attached to Waddington, which 
is attached to Cranwell ! Looks like the RAF still own most of Lincolnshires' airspace ! The flight back 
was quite pleasant, avoiding every Gliding site and competition, Gymkhana, balloon launching and 
every other NOTAM'ed bit of airspace. I had Sywell as my diversion but didn't need it and landed back 
at Chase after 2 hours 10 minutes. 
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Summary: 

1. Fly UK is as much fun and as challenging as you want it to be. 

2. I am going to bin the single skin pop up tent, they may be pop up but they are far from pop 
down, and they drip ! 

3. The Manchester low level corridor may be a small concession from the big commercial 
boys but with the height one is forced to fly, it is only a matter of time before someone has an 
engine failure and the only option available would be who's back garden does the pilot want 
to crash in !

4. When faced with a situation as I did over Lockerbie, don't wait for all the options to run out, 
make a decision and stick to it. I don't think that landing at a closed airfield is a hanging 
offence.

5. Carry appropriate spares and tools to deal with unexpected breakdowns.

6. Challenge yourself but know when to draw the line and say no, that's it for the day.

7. If you try and take on the weather in aviation, you will always lose!

Trev Jackson. G-CCSX
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Photo Gallery Selection
Here are a few of the flying photos that members have sent in recently. Check out the Club
website galleries to see lots more:- https://svmc.info/

Bristol Balloon Fiesta by John Sparks
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Underslung Load by Paddy O’Rourke

https://svmc.info/https-svmc-info-months-members-photos-2-2/
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The above photo was submitted by Fiona and Angus Macaskill

It’s from their recent trip which puts most of us to shame!

It was a Sunday to Sunday trip, with a flight time of 18 hours of engine on, so approx. 2000 
miles (NM).

The route being:

Over Farm, Glos>

Calais>

Nancy, Fr >

Vilshofn, Ge>

Prague (Letnany) Cz>

Berlin (Strausburg)>

Leer Papenburg, NL>

Hilversum, NL >

Midden Zealand >

Back via Clacton, Essex



Items for Sale
Aircraft refueling pumps available now from 
Graham Lindley – contact 
gclinley@tiscali.co.uk or 07976-607597 for 
further details. 

Club Merchandise
https://svmc.info/svmc-merchandise

Many thanks once again to  Ed Wells for “Thoughts from the Chair” article and to Trevor 
Jackson for his detailed article on his Air UK experiences and to all the people that sent 
photos in.

Please send any future contributions to the Airscrew to the Editor Pete Smith at: 
jellyllegs56@hotmail.com
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Passing Swindon on the way to Redlands by Ed Wells

https://svmc.info
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